
 WALK 5 - Halsdon Nature Reserve and Buckland Farm 

5.1 miles, approx 2¼ hours through woods, farms and quiet lanes 

Taking in most of the direct route through Halsdon Woods, this walk can be easily varied to include more of this lovely 

nature reserve, and the return could be altered at Halsdon Farm to include part of walk 2, thereby reducing the time spent 

walking on roads. The woods can be muddy at times. 

 

• From the Square, 

take West Lane 

out of the village 

and down the long 

gentle hill. At the 

bottom the lane 

bends left then 

right, and after 

another 200 yds 

turn right at Wool-

ridge Cross. 

• Go over the 

bridge and left 

through the gate 

into Halsdon Na-

ture Reserve, 

which is main-

tained by the 

Devon Wildlife 

Trust. There is an 

information board 

and usually leaf-

le ts  avai lable 

showing the vari-

ous routes through 

the woods. 

• Continue on the 

lowest path, gently 

descending until 

you reach the River Torridge. Here the path turns right and continues alongside the river. 

• Where the path divides, take the low, left route remaining beside the river, signposted Halsdon Hide. At the 

5-bar gate & stile go straight on into the meadow, keeping to the riverbank fence on the left. (If there is a sign 

restricting entry to the meadow, turn right up the hill and follow the Halsdon Hide signs.) Continue into the 

next field, again keeping to the riverbank fence on the left. (If there is a sign restricting entry to the meadow, 

turn right up the hill and follow the Halsdon Hide signs.) 

• Continue into the next field, again keeping to the riverbank fence until you reach another 5-bar gate. Go 

through this and the hide is on the right, well worth a visit to relax and enjoy the wildlife. 

• Follow the steep path up behind the hide, turning left at the first junction and after a further 100yds turn right 

and continue uphill. At the next junction go left and uphill again to a stile at the top. Turn left after the stile, 

through the gate and follow the right-hand hedge to a bench at the top of the field, called the “Top of the 

World”, where there are superb views. 

• From the bench, head down to the far right corner of the field, through a stile into the woods. At the junction, 

go right to a gate & stile into a field, then straight across to another gate and into Ashwell car park. Follow 

the car track to the road at Stubbfield Cottage and left along the road. On the second left bend, take the foot-

path on the right through a gate and head diagonally across the field. 

• At the far side, cross the track and through the left-hand gate into a field, again heading diagonally across 

(slightly right), to a waymark. Go through another stile/gate and to the right of the hedge ahead, down to a 

metal gate. Go left past the timber-faced cottages then right along the lane until you reach Brook Road where 

you turn right; it is then about a mile back to Dolton where you turn right at Dennis Cross for the village cen-

tre.             


